UNIQUE

SEMI-INTEGRATED

MOTORHOMES 2020

DISCOVER YOUR FREEDOM
THROUGH TRAVEL

VAN TI PLUS

VAN TI PLUS TECHNOLOGY & SAFETY

YOUR TRAVEL ADVANTAGE
ON EVERY ROUTE

NEW
1

1. INDIVIDUAL DRIVE CONCEPTS 2 & & EURO 6D-TEMP MOTORISATION 1

2

Here, we bring together what belongs together: In combination, the
manoeuvrability of the KNAUS VAN TI and the automated chassis features of
MAN TGE result in a unique motorhome meaning that your desire to travel has
no limits. Whether breath-taking serpentines or bumpy gravel roads; whether
travelling on snow-covered roads or in exotic oases. Drive wherever you want!
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Decide for yourself how you want to discover the world. The weight-saving front-wheel drive is
part of the standard equipment but can optionally be replaced by a dynamic rear-wheel drive or
traction-strong all-wheel drive. Thanks to the standard Euro 6d-Temp motorisation with AdBlue,
nitrogen oxide emissions are reduced enormously and comply with current statutory regulations.

2. DUAL-CHANNEL AIR SUSPENSION 1
Optimised tracking, reduced swaying movements and improved handling in bends are achieved by the
new dual-channel air suspension on the rear axle. This further increases driving comfort and safety.

3. WELL-ORGANISED BOARD ELECTRICS & SERVICE BOX 1
We made sure that everything is easily accessible when positioning the entire supply technology. As
a result, you will find a clear area for the on-board electrical system in the rear garage with space for
two powerful batteries. Thanks to the new charging booster, the body batteries are now charged
particularly quickly and efficiently while the engine is running. Our proven ServiceBox combines all
important functions and connections centrally in one place: From fresh water tank filling to a greywater
drainage tap. Whether for servicing, maintenance or daily use: You never have to search or work for a
long time here, but can quickly return to doing more enjoyable things.

4. VELOCATE GPS TRACKER 2
If the worst comes to the worst, Velocate's optional GPS tracking system provides you with optimal
protection. The tracking system requires very little power and can transmit for up to three months
independently. Thanks to app control, it is particularly easy to operate. AGPS ensures particularly fast
location determination and a sensitive GPS antenna provides the best reception for tracking even in
difficult environments.

5. RESISTANT FIBREGLASS CONSTRUCTION 1
The underside of the floor as well as the garage floor are coated with particularly resistant fibreglass.
Combined with the XPS insulation, the vehicle is optimally protected against the weather, stone
impacts or similar, and it offers optimised insulation values. For you, this means: No cold feet and a
particularly long-lasting vehicle quality. With a particularly high content of glass, the high-strength
fibreglass roof offers the highest level of hail protection, giving you worry-free and quiet nights, even
in bad weather.

5

6. DURABLE ALU-ALU SIDEWALLS 1
3
4

NEW
7
6

Elaborate aluminium sandwich structures make the entire vehicle construction more stable, more
resistant against rotting, and extremely durable.

7. LEAK-PROOFNESS GUARANTEE 1
For all our leisure vehicles, we offer you a 10-year leak-proofness guarantee on the body
manufactured by us as well as a 24-month guarantee from your KNAUS partner within the
framework of our guarantee conditions valid at the time of vehicle delivery.
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VAN TI PLUS TECHNOLOGY & SAFETY
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It'll get you anywhere: Innovative
driver assistance systems*
More safety. More driving pleasure. More efficiency. This is ensured by innovative
driver assistance systems, most of which are standard equipment on the VAN TI PLUS.
Optionally, you can choose exactly what you need for your dream holiday.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Start-stop system with

ABS, ESP & hill-start

braking energy recovery.

assist. The three

Use energy cleverly. This is

musketeers of driving

optimally implemented

safety. ABS (anti-lock

using these two

braking system) ensures

technologies. The engine is automatically switched off

that the wheels do not lock in the event of emergency

when the vehicle is stationary. As soon as you operate the

braking and that the vehicle can always be steered in an

clutch again, the engine starts and uses the energy

optimally controlled manner. The ESP (Electronic Stability

previously released during the braking process. How does

Programme) is particularly useful during tight cornering,

it work? Through recuperation. The braking energy is

slowing down individual wheels to avoid breaking the bend.

stored in the battery and is then available to accelerate

The hill start assistant guarantees precise starting even on

again. Simply brilliant.

steep slopes. This is a safety benefit, which will also be
Emergency brake

appreciated by the driver behind you.

assistant EBA. Predictive

Electromechanical power

driving is now even safer.

steering. Power steering is

The emergency brake

now standard equipment in

assistant monitors the

all vehicle classes. The

traffic situation in front of your VAN TI PLUS and warns

electromechanical version

against too short intervals by braking automatically. Rear-

is a luxury trim detail which reduces fuel consumption

end collisions can be avoided or mitigated in this way.

while increasing safety. Unlike the hydraulic steering

Multi-collision brake. To
prevent secondary
accidents, the multicollision brake ensures that
the vehicle is stopped
immediately after the first impact. In the event of an
accident, drivers are often unable to react to the situation
immediately and bring their vehicle to a standstill, resulting
in secondary accidents. This is where the multi-collision

assistance, electromechanical power steering only needs
energy if you actually steer. In addition, the driver’s force
input from the steering wheel can transmit important
information to other driver assistance systems, thereby
positively influencing both the parking process and
accident prevention.

OPTIONAL DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS & DRIVE CONCEPTS
With these clever additional options, you can customise your VAN TI PLUS to your individual preferences and requirements. Decide for yourself how you want
to discover the world. The weight-saving front-wheel drive is part of the standard equipment but can optionally be replaced by a dynamic rear-wheel drive or
traction-strong all-wheel drive.
Fog lights incl. turning light. In order for
the road to be well lit even when turning, the
fog lights have an additional light that
radiates in exactly the direction in which you
turn the vehicle.
Cruise control with speed limiter. You can
easily set your preferred speed with the
cruise control and automatically keep this
constant for the vehicle. Ideal on long
journeys on motorways and country roads.
The speed limiter is particularly useful in
urban areas. You can for instance set it to 50 km/h once and you can be sure
that you do not accelerate beyond the set speed until your switch it off.
Distance-regulated cruise control (ACC)
with speed limiter. In addition to the
benefits of cruise control and speed limiters,
optional distance regulation is also
available, as is known in the passenger car
sector. This additionally includes the
distance to the vehicle ahead in cruise control, automatically corrects speed
and keeps a safe distance.
Active lane departure warning system.
The active lane departure warning system
helps you to always keep the vehicle in lane
by means of electromechanical power
steering. Unique in the motorhome sector,
the lane departure warning system of MAN
TGE does not use the brakes, but regulates deviations using a correction in
the steering gear and the power steering pump, as in the automotive sector.
From a speed of 65 km/h, it switches on automatically and ensures that you
do not get off track unintentionally.
Fatigue detection. Long stretches
without breaks entail an increased risk of
fatigue and accidents. To protect you from
this, the fatigue detection system will alert
you in appropriate situations, telling you
to take a break or, even better, to change
the driver. The basis for this are certain steering patterns which indicate
increased fatigue.

High-beam assistant "Light Assist". Never
experience the unintentional glare of
oncoming traffic again. The Light Assist
automatically switches from a high to low
beam during night driving when a vehicle
approaches you.
Traffic sign recognition. Did the sign just
say 100 or 120? Good to know that there is
traffic sign recognition on board which can
provide reliable support in such situations. A
sensor monitors the signs on the roadside
and sends you the corresponding information directly to the cockpit display. In this way, the current maximum speed is
always on display.
Hill start assist with hill descent control
(only for 4x4). It usually gets really exciting
once you are over the hill (the hill start assist
has helped to prevent unintentional rollback
on the slope). In order to also maximise
vehicle stability during downhill driving and
on different surfaces, this assistance system controls the speed constantly. This
allows you to concentrate optimally on the steering.

Rear-wheel drive. In many underground situations, driving on the rear axle has a
positive effect on driving behaviour and may provide more traction.
4x4 optionally with 6-speed manual or 8-speed automatic transmission.
Optimum traction on all surfaces and in every situation. Thanks to the perfect
distribution of power to both axles, the 4-wheel drive system offers unique road
holding of the vehicle in combination with maximum dynamics, whether with a
manual or automatic transmission. Unique in the sector: Regardless which type of
drive you choose, the standard and optional driver safety assistants are always on
board in the VAN TI PLUS on MAN TGE.
Front-wheel drive is also optionally available with 8-speed automatic
transmission. The more gears there are, the smaller the distance between the
individual gears. This means a maximum reduction of the speed jumps between
gears and the appropriate gear ratio for every driving situation. Thanks to the
automatic transmission, you do not have to worry about being in the perfect gear,
but can enjoy the ride.

brake intervenes and prevents further damage.
*assistance systems protect within system limits.

VAN TI PLUS COMFORT & HIGHLIGHTS
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Take everything with you & do not
compromise on anything
3

Highest living comfort is the standard for KNAUS motorhomes. we have
taken the level of interior design and detail solutions to a whole new level.
So you do not have to do without anything, no matter where you go.

4
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1. EXCELLENT SLEEPING COMFORT 1
30% lighter and 40% less loss of hardness than comparable
cold foam mattresses. No development of 'hollows' even in
one-sided use. The 5-zone EvoPore mattresses not only pamper
you with excellent sleeping comfort, they also impress with
exceptional durability. The High-Resilience-Climate technology
ensures that the mattress remains highly elastic even under
demanding climatic conditions. For even more exclusive sleeping
comfort, the optional WaterGel layer is up to 50 mm thicker. The
breathable foam adapts smoothly to the body. In combination
with the textile side wall covering and cosy ambient lighting, you
have the perfect basis for a restful night's sleep.

2. OPTIMIZED VIEWING AXES 1

1

2

The smooth cab integration is not only a real eye-catcher from
the outside. The homogeneous concept also ensures improved
freedom of movement in the interior. The open view axes make
the entire interior particularly bright and clear.

3. DIMMABLE AMBIENT LIGHTING 2
Roof cabinets, storage compartments, counter tops, wall units,
canopies: wherever atmospheric light makes your holiday more
beautiful, we rely on our integrated, dimmable ambient lighting.

4. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL LOUNGE 2
The comfortable L-shaped seating group in the VAN TI PLUS 700
LF can be transformed into 2 belt-secured seats in the direction
of travel or a comfortable guest bed with just a few simple steps.
So you always have the space you need.

5. NETWORKED ONBOARD ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 2
From lighting control to air conditioning and heating to
water supply and battery management: Everything can be
controlled centrally via our KNAUS smart CI thanks to the
networked on-board electrical system. For you, this means:
No long searching, but quick and easy adjustment according to
your wishes.

6. PRACTICAL GAS BOTTLE PULL-OUT 2

6
5

For a particularly easy access and even faster exchange of the gas
bottles we install a special pull-out. This is suitable for two 11 kg
gas bottles and can be easily pulled out and securely locked inside.
1

NEW

Range

2

Options

VAN TI PLUS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Weight in operational status kg

2.955 - 3.015

Total admissible weight kg

3.500

Maximum load capacity kg

485 - 545

Total length cm

699 - 747

Width cm (outside / inside)

220/205

Height cm (outside / inside)

290/196

Tyre/rim size

235/65R16C / 6,5Jx16"
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VAN TI PLUS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Relaxation PLUS. After their long Trip,
Cora and Tino are looking forward to
jumping into the sea and then relaxing
in their VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG.

VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

290 cm

VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

My tip
Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes

"The only thing that makes the VAN TI PLUS even better
is the 4-wheel drive: it's worth it 100%. Of course, I have
driven it myself and am totally thrilled. The fast, tight
cornering, optimum traction even in snow and slippery
conditions, and a unique driving experience speak for
themselves. And all this is available at an unbeatable price.”
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VAN TI PLUS LIVING & ENJOYING
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Living comfort PLUS. Sitting in the cosy
seating area, Cora and Tino can talk about
their many impressions of the trip. And
immediately plan their next destination.
VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG
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VAN TI PLUS LIVING & ENJOYING

1

BENCH VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

2

3

L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF
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1. B
 ench 650 MEG. Thanks to ergonomic seat
cushions and rotating cabin seats, you can
spend comfortable hours here with two or
four people.
2. R
 etractable TV. The TV can be easily
retracted and extended. This ensures that it
is safely stowed away during the journey.
3. M
 ultifunctional Lounge 700 LF. The cosy
L-shaped seating group offers plenty of
space for company. An absolute highlight:
it can optionally be converted into two
additional belt-secured seats in the
direction of travel. And if the guests want to
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LOUNGE OVERVIEW

L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

650 MEG

Bench

700 LF

L-bench with side seat

VAN TI PLUS COOKING & DINING

Enjoy PLUS. With this
sophisticated kitchen, you
will want to cook using all the
spices of the world. Fortunately,
Cora and Tino have bought a
decent amount of supplies at
the market.
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CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

1

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

3

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

2

1. B
 est room layout. The well thought-out
room concept creates a modern ambience.
The opposite position of the refrigerator
allows quick access.
2. Corner kitchen. Each corner is optimally used
here. For example for extra storage space,

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
650 MEG

Longitudinal kitchen

700 LF

Corner kitchen
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a particularly deep sink or a high-quality
3-flame cooker with cast iron grate.
3. H
 igh quality kitchen wall covering.
In the same decor as the worktop, it fits
harmoniously into the overall picture and is
easy to wipe off. There is room for spices and

LONGITUDINAL KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

more in the integrated dovetail nests.

VAN TI PLUS SLEEPING & DREAMING
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Dreaming PLUS. Cora and Tino
can sleep well and dream of new
destinations in the more than 2-metrelong single beds with super comfortable
EvoPore HRC mattresses.
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VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

1

FRENCH BED VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

2

GUEST BED VAN TI PLUS 700 LF
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1. Wardrobe. The clever layout
creates extra space for a full-length
wardrobe. Thanks to several storage
compartments and a clothes rail, you
can stow everything comfortably here.
2. F
 rench bed. Perfectly integrated in
the rear and with a pleasant softtouch wall panelling, you will find a

BED OVERVIEW
650 MEG

  2

700 LF

  2-4

restful night's sleep here.
3. G
 uest bed. The lounge can easily be
converted into a comfortable guest
bed. Lower the single-column lift
SINGLE BEDS VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

table, insert the cushions and relax.

VAN TI PLUS GROOMING & RECOVERING

1

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

1

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 700 LF
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Bathroom comfort PLUS.
Whether longitudinal rear
bath or comfort bath:
optimum use of space is
standard equipment here.
Just like high-quality fittings
and extra storage space.

2

COMFORT BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

Comfort bathroom

1. R
 ear longitudinal bathroom.
Thanks to a separate washbasin
perfectly integrated into the living
area, toilet and shower cabin can

Rear longitudinal bathroom

be used separately. A full mirror
cabinet offers plenty of space for
all cosmetics.
BATHROOM OVERVIEW

2. T
 urn 1 into 2. A clever swing wall in
the comfort bath ensures that you

650 MEG

quickly have an extra generously

700 LF	Rear longitudinal
bathroom

sized shower cubicle. A smart
magnetic closure simply seals the
shower door watertight.

Comfort bathroom

COMFORT BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

KNAUS UPHOLSTERY & COZY HOME PACKAGES

FUNCTIONAL &
STYLISH: OUR
SEAT CUSHIONS
Design the interior of your VAN TI PLUS individually with our varied
upholstery and fabric options. Our ACTIVE LINE upholstery features reliable
stain protection whilst also being water- and oil-repellent. Do you have
to go outside to enjoy a glass of red wine? Sure, if you wish. However, that
shouldn’t be because you’re worried about staining the furniture.
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VAN TI PLUS UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

COOL GREY

ENERGY

LAS VEGAS 2

Series options
1

ACTIVE ROCK 1

ACTIVE ROYAL 1

2

ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)

Genuine leather (at extra cost)

ERGONOMIC SEATING COMFORT
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No matter which fabrics and upholstery you choose, you can
always rely on one thing: optimised seating comfort is part
of the basic equipment. Our top priority is to ensure that you
arrive relaxed everywhere. That's why we use ergonomic
seat cushions that optimally support your back and can also
help you maintain a healthy posture during long journeys
and excessive family meals.

2
1

FABRIC OPTIONS

COZY HOME-PACKAGE

Standard fabrics all convince with durable

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to clean.

materials and an attractive design that matches

Liquids do not seep in immediately and most stains can

the respective furniture decor.

be removed with a damp cloth.

+ Antiallergic, breathable & skin-friendly

+ Antibacterial

+ Tested for high colour fastness

+ Lotus blossom effect

+ Durable and easy to clean

+ Breathable

Enhance your motorhome with a COZY HOME package.
From fresh to classic, there is something for every taste.
Each package contains two large (60 x 40cm) and two
small (40 x 40cm) pillows with feather filling, as well as a
matching table runner and two soft blankets.

+W
 ater &

3

4
5

oil repellent
+ Care protection

1. MAGNOLIA
2. EARTH
3. AVOCADO

4. STONE
5. PEACH
6. AQUA

6

KNAUS DEALERS & PARTNERS

KNAUS IS
INTERNATIONAL...
More than 300 brand partners in over 25 countries
worldwide. This huge dealer network contributes to high
customer satisfaction. Use the layout finder on knaus.com
to find your favourite model near you.
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BWT BESTCAMP WATER FILTERS
The high-performance filter system by BWT was
particularly developed for the requirements in our
leisure vehicles. The handy water filter (optional) leaves
nothing to be desired in terms of hygiene thanks to the
ultrafiltration membrane. Microorganisms are effectively
removed from the raw water. This allows us to produce
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China

found at
Japan

FRANKANA FREIKO
There are some things that you simply

Island

Australia

cannot do without on the camp site.

Finland

You can rely on the KNAUS collection by
our partner Frankana Freiko.

Taiwan
Norway

Also i

n

1

2

Sweden

FRANKANA FREIKO

South Korea

Discover the diverse offers in our
fan shop at shop.knaus.com

Denmark
Ireland
Great Britain

Netherlands
Belgium

j u st m
7 - step ad

Poland
Germany

Slovakia

France

Switzerland

Austria
Slovenia

3. Mugs 4-piece set, blue
Item no. 651/020
4. Camping Table Linear 115 WPF
Item no. 51 012
5. Camping Chair Kerry Phantom
anthracite,
Item no. 651/019

Romania

6. Footrest Kerry Phantom
anthracite,
Item no. 601/143

3

Italy
Spain
Greece

2. Cutlery Set Cosmic, 8-piece
Item no. 51 014

5

Hungary

Bulgaria
Portugal

e nt

4

4 e a c h in
the set

Czech Republic

1. Pot-Set Skipper 8+1
Item no. 51 013

Turkey
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Have a look at more great camping
articles at www.frankana.de

KNAUS OUR BRAND WORLD

FOR OUR FANS

g a loo
Enjoy takin

KNAUS FANSHOP

k a ro u n d !

Fancy a little shopping trip? In our fan shop, you will find a large selection
of items that make travelling even more beautiful. From high-quality
women‘s and men‘s fashion and fun games to key chains: we have
something for everyone.

mein.KNAUS CUSTOMER CLUB
The mein.KNAUS customer club offers you numerous
advantages, such as exclusive activities and great
discounts with our cooperation partners. As a club
member, you get the chance to participate in our annual
customer meet-ups and also receive a club card that gives
you exclusive access to the VIP customer area at our
trade fairs. Twice a year you will also receive our
informative customer magazine INSIDE.
Membership is 100% free for all
KNAUS customers.
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RENT AND TRAVEL
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You would like to buy a leisure vehicle, but wish to test in advance
whether it really suits you? Then the RENT AND TRAVEL service is
just right for you. Search for your favourite layout comfortably
online or in a travel agency. Together with a Germany-wide
network of over 150 rental stations with over 1,650 rental vehicles
and more than 360 partner travel agencies, RENT AND TRAVEL

KNAUS ONLINE

supports you in your decision for the right vehicle. You
Whether it's exciting new products, interactive features or information

KNAUS is also active on the social media channels. In our Schwalbenblog you

can also profit from our large service portfolio,

on factory collection: there's something for everyone to discover on the

will find entertaining travel stories, on Instagram we share fascinating holiday

such as route suggestions and numerous

KNAUS website. Here is a small selection:

pictures with you and on Facebook there are numerous groups with nice

cooperations with camping and parking

travel companions.

sites. Enjoy the practical holiday test!

grundrissfinder.knaus.com
www.knaus.com/messen-termine

schwalbenblog.knaus.com

shop.knaus.com

facebook.knaus.com
youtube.knaus.com
instagram.knaus.com

w.rentandtravel.d e
Bookable online at wwner travel agencies
or via our 360 part
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Discover KNAUS diversity
on our social media channels!
Find all the information about our products on our homepage.
Interesting articles about KNAUS and travel are available on our
Schwalbenblog and on Facebook & Instagram. And you will find
lots of great camping items in the KNAUS Fan shop.
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Interesting c on c h annels
on social med ia

Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.com

s

albenblog
The new Sc hwing stories :
o ffers interest knaus.com
sc hwalbenblog.

The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time of printing (07/2019).
We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to
make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour
and texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations
of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some of the illustrations show optional
equipment that is available at an extra charge or equipment features of prototypes/studies that do not conform to the serial status and in some cases will not
be available as optional equipment. Colour deviations are print-technically possible. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice
on the current status of the series from an authorised dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note the
comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written
permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. We reserve the right to change content at our discretion.
Knaus Tabbert GmbH . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

